FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Powerful, Secure Remote Generator Control Now Available
DVL Group teams with Blue Pillar to make sophisticated IoT technology practical
Bristol, Pa. — November 9, 2020 — DVL Group is thrilled to announce a new partnership with Blue Pillar to
provide remote generator monitoring and control across DVL Territories. With the new service,
OnsitePower™, DVL Group customers can easily connect, monitor, and control their Facility’s power
equipment from a mobile phone or computer, removing the need to be onsite.
With remote monitoring and control, generator maintenance technicians are alerted to potential problems
before they become expensive repairs or damaging power outages. This solution also reduces fail-to-start
events, improves proactive maintenance, and eliminates manual recording required for compliance reporting,
among other benefits.
DVL Group, which built its foundation on combining expertise and experience to power critical environments,
partnered with Blue Pillar, an Indianapolis-based provider of Industrial Internet of Things (IoT) platform with
more than 14 years of experience connecting critical power systems.
“It’s clear that DVL Group is constantly innovating to provide their customers more effective and efficient
service,” said Brad Witter, the chief executive officer of Blue Pillar. “The DVL Group relationship fits
perfectly with our ambition of making sophisticated Industrial IoT solutions available without the expense and
complexity historically required.”
About DVL Group, Inc.
DVL is a 130+ person employee owned company headquartered in the Philadelphia metro area with a national
platform backed by their people, solutions, and service. DVL has been perfecting the science of data center
infrastructure implementation for 35 years and has offices across the country in Albuquerque, N.M., Denver,
Colo., Harrisburg, Pa., and Salt Lake City, Utah, serving a total of 10 states. For three consecutive years, since
2018, DVL was certified as a great workplace by independent analysts at the Great Place to Work® Institute
and was named ESOP Company of the Year in 2019 by the PA/DE Chapter of the ESOP Association.
About Blue Pillar
Blue Pillar, an Indianapolis-based provider of Industrial Internet of Things (IoT) platforms, connects industrial
equipment to the internet to manage, monitor, and control equipment and devices so customers can create
flexible, scalable solutions for their customers. Using over 14-years of experience and unique technology,
including its Context Engine, Blue Pillar abstracts the complexity, resource requirements and expense away
from the problem to make delivering IoT solutions much more widely accessible. Blue Pillar services a wide
variety of use cases in markets that include energy, health care and water.
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